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ABSTRACT

Watermarking is a recognizable pattern used to identify authenticity and it’s main aim is to
maintain the ownership of relational database. WATERMARKING, without any exception, has
been used for ownership protection of a number of data formats like images, video, audio, software,
XML documents, geographic information system (GIS) related data, text documents, relational
databases and so on and also that are used in different application domains .In this paper, we are
applying watermarking techniques for relational database. As a result of it, sharing of data between
its owners and legitimate users becomes secure. The watermarking technique is applied for only a
particular set of data and make it difficult to identify watermarked content from hackers and it also
reduce the number of tuples to be watermarked.

watermark embedding, edge
detection authentication, data
extraction and robustness
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INTRODUCTION
In the digital world of today, data is excessively being
generated due to the increasing use of the Internet and cloud
computing [1]. Data is stored in different digital formats such
as images, audio, video, natural language texts and relational
data. Relational data in particular is shared extensively by the
owners with research communities and in virtual data storage
locations in the cloud. The purpose is to work in a collaborative
environment and make data openly available so that it is useful
for knowledge extraction and decision making. Take the case
of Walmart, a large multinational retail corporation that has
made its sales database available openly over the Internet so
that it may be used for the purposes of identifying market
trends through data mining. However these openly available
datasets make attractive targets for attacks. Watermarking
method is to recognizable pattern used to identify authenticity.
Intentionally introduced pattern in the data is hard to find and
destroy, robust against malicious attack. WATERMARKING,
without any exception, has been used for ownership protection
of a number of data formats—images, video, audio, software,
XML documents, geographic information system (GIS) related
data, text documents, relational databases and so on—that are
used in different application domains. Recently, intelligent
mining techniques are being used on data, extracted from

relational databases, to detect interesting patterns (generally
hidden in the data) that provide significant support to decision
makers in making effective, accurate, and relevant decisions; as
a result, sharing of data between its owners and legitimate
users. The owner of the Relational Database embeds the
watermark data, the distortions in the original data1 are kept
within certain limits, which are defined by the usability
constraints, to preserve the knowledge contained in the data.
The proposed algorithm embeds every bit of a multibit
watermark (generated from date-time) in each selected row (in
a numeric attribute) with the objective of having maximum
robustness even if an attacker is somehow able to successfully
corrupt the watermark in some selected part of the data set.
Related Work
The first irreversible watermarking technique for relational
databases was proposed by Agrawal and Kiernan in [12].
Similarly, the first reversible watermarking scheme for
relational databases was proposed in [22]. In this technique,
histogram expansion is used for reversible watermarking of
relational database. Zhang et al. proposed a method of
distribution of error between two evenly distributed variables
and selected some initial nonzero digits of errors to form
histograms. Histogram expansion technique is used to
reversibly watermark the selected nonzero initial digits of
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errors. This technique is keeps track of overhead information to
authenticate data quality. However, this technique is not robust
against heavy attacks (attacks that may target large number of
tuples). Difference expansion watermarking techniques
(DEW), [23], [24], [25] exploit methods of arithmetic
operations on numeric features and perform transformations.
Genetic algorithm based on difference expansion watermarking
(GADEW) technique is used in a proposed robust and
reversible solution for relational databases [27]. Predictionerror expansion watermarking techniques (PEEW) like [28],
[29], [30], [31], [32], [33] incorporate a predictor as opposed to
a difference operator to select candidate pixels or features for
embedding of watermark information. Gupta and Pieprzyks’
[23], proposed reversible watermarking technique introduces
distortions as a result of the embedding process. The reversible
watermarking techniques DEW, GADEW and PEEW,
proposed in [23], [27], [28] respectively, are not robust and
reversible against heavy attacks. In RRW, all the tuples of the
selected feature can be marked thanks to the selection of a low
distortion watermark; therefore, the attacker will have to attack
all the tuples to corrupt the watermark to mitigate the effect of
the majority voting scheme. Attacking all the tuples is not a
viable option for the attacker because he has no knowledge of
the original data or the usability constraints and that would
completely compromise its usefulness. Moreover, since RRW
can afford to embed watermark bits in all or a large fraction of
the tuples of the selected feature; it achieves high robustness
against heavy attacks.

partitioning, Selection of data set for watermarking, Watermark
embedding process .Decoding phase consist also these process
to extract the Watermarked content.

System Analysis

Tuples Selection of for Watermarking

Existing System

A Tuple is one record or one row in a Relational Database. In
this phase to select the Particular tuples for embedding
Watermarked Content. Threshold Computation is a method
computed for each attribute. If the value of any attribute of a
tuple is above its respective computed threshold, it is selected
for Encoding Process. The data selection threshold for an
attribute is calculated by using the following equation:

A bit-resetting algorithm that employs the principle of setting
the least significant bit (LSB) of the candidate attribute of the
selected subset of tuples. In Existing System MAC is used for
Hash Function. The parameters selection for watermarking is
based on computing message authenticated code (MAC), where
MAC is calculated using the secret key and the tuple’s primary
key. This technique assumes unconstrained LSB manipulation
during watermark embedding process. Although LSB-based
data hiding techniques are efficient, but an attacker is able to
easily remove watermark by simple manipulation of data by
shifting LSB. The data partitioning concept is based on the use
of special marker tuples, making it vulnerable to watermark
synchronization errors. The problem I the existing system is, it
is not robust against malicious attacks and do not provide any
mechanism to selectively watermark a particular attribute.
Proposed System
This Proposed system we implement a new approach to
generate the watermark bits from UTC (Coordinated Universal
Time) date time which is the primary time standard used to
synchronize the time all over the world. A robust watermark
algorithm is used to embed watermark bits into the data set of
Database Owner. The watermark embedding algorithm takes a
secret key (Ks) and the watermark bits (W) as input and
converts a data set D into watermarked data set DW. A
cryptographic hash function MD5 is applied on the selected
data set to select only those tuples which have an even hash
value. The Watermarking process includes Encoding and
Decoding Phase. The Encoding phase consist of
Data

Fig System Architecture

METHODOLOGY
Data Group Partitioning
In this module includes the Data partitioning Relational
Numerical Database Watermarking. Data Partitioning comes
under Watermark Encoding Phase which has been done by
owner of the DataBase (ie) Admin. The data partitioning
algorithm partitions the data set into logical groups by using
data
partitioning
algorithm.par(r)=H(ks||H(r.Pk||ks))mod
mwhere r:PK is the primary key of the tuple r,H() is a
cryptographic hash function Message Digest (MD5),|| is the
concatenation, ks is a secret key .Logical groups or Partitions
has been arrived after applied this algorithm. Admin has to
decided the groups length that is m.

T=c* Mean+ Standard Deviation
c is the confidence factor with a value between 0 and 1. The
confidence factor c is kept secret to make it very difficult for an
attacker to guess the selected tuples in which the watermark is
inserted. We select only those tuples, during the encoding
process, whose values are above T. Collect Selected tuples for
Encoding and apply Hash Value Computation. In this step, a
cryptographic hash function MD5 is applied on the selected
data set to select only those tuples which have an even hash
value. This step achieves two objectives: 1) it further enhances
the watermark security by hiding the identity of the
watermarked tuples from an intruder; and 2) it further reduces
the number of to-be-watermarked tuples to limit distortions in
the data set .If the Hash Value Computation is Satisfied Select
the tuples for Watermarking bits from selected tuples for
Encoding process.
Watermark Embedding
The watermark generating function takes date-time stamp as an
input and then generates watermark bits b1b2 . . . bn from this
date-time stamp. These bits are given as input to the watermark
encoding function .The date-time stamp “might” also help to
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identify additive attacks in which an attacker wants to
rewatermark the data set. To construct a watermarked data set,
these watermark bits are embedded in the original data set by
using watermark embedding algorithm. The proposed
algorithm embeds every bit of a multibit watermark generated
from date-time in each selected row. The watermark bits are
embedded in the selected tuples using a robust watermarking
function. Our technique embeds each bit of the watermark in
every selected tuple of each partition.

5.

6.

7.

Edge detection Authentication and Watermark Extraction
Edge detection Authentication is proposed as an alternative
solution to text based. It is mainly depends on images rather
than alphanumerical. The main argument here is that passimages from the challenge set and then he/she will be
authenticated users are better at recognizing and memorizing
pictures. During Registration phase Admin has to provide some
images to the user. In the registration phase the user is
supposed to choose the pass-images for the verification phase.
That image has to be Stored in Server For that Specific User.
During Login phase Admin has to converting the raw image to
a gray scale followed by Edge detection image. The idea here is
the user will have a challenge set which contains decoy and
pass-images. The decoy images are randomly generated by the
scheme during the verification process. On the other hand,
pass-image will be the users selected images. Basically
authentication is simple; a legitimate user needs to correctly
identify pass-images from the challenge set and then he/she
will be authenticated. Watermark Extraction process in the
Decoding phase. The Watermarked Content has to be Extracted
only by legitimate user to give the proper ownership. If the
User ownership content is matched by the Admin generated
content, Decoding process has to done. Otherwise its not done.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
We achieved to maintain the ownership of Relational Database
and also minimizing distortion in the watermarked content
proves the security of relational database from being hacking.
The watermarking technique used in this paper applied only for
numeric database and future enhancement of this paper is, it
can be applied to alphanumeric database, i.e., the whole
database which includes both letters and numbers can be
watermarked. The alphabetic database is watermarked by
means of its ASCII value. This will further improve the
security of the database from being hacked.
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